
DESIGN & ACCESS STATEMENT 

Demolition of existing external store. Proposed Rear Extension to Replace Existing. Formation of two-

storey side extension with part single storey front extension including porch to 12 Forest Road, 

Risinghurst, Oxford OX3 8LF 

Location 

The property is semi-detached property located in Forest Road, Oxford with front and rear gardens 

and off-street parking. 

The property is typical 1960’s design with living room to the front with dining room behind with 

kitchen accessed off the dining area. There are three bedrooms which sit directly above the 

reception, dining room and entrance hall with the main bathroom located above the kitchen. 

The property has been extended many years ago, to the rear, in the form of an 

extension/conservatory, which accommodates a compact WC with utility space and small seating 

area. 

Proposal  

To remove the previously added single storey extension, which is cold, poorly insulated and in need 

of enlarging as well as updating. The proposal single storey replacement will provide an open plan 

kitchen/breakfast/dining area and will be similar in volume to the adjoining property.  

The current and compact kitchen will accommodate a useful utility space and compliant WC 

compartment as well as access to the side proposed extension, which in the main, will be storage on 

the ground floor and replaces the current detached store which itself currently occupying valuable 

garden amenity space.  

The front aspect of the property comprises a parking space, though only for 1 vehicle, some 

hardscaped amenity garden and a boundary wall which appears to be leaning and could be 

considered unsafe.  

Part of the proposed scheme is to form a single storey front extension to the proposed two storey 

side extension with a more usable and inviting entrance porch and enhanced kerb appeal. 

To the first floor the side extension, whilst narrow, will accommodate a small dressing area and 

religious chanting room to the rear. 

Justification 

Together, it is felt, that these improvements and alterations combined will ensure the longevity of 

the property at the same time will bring it in line with today’s living standards and lifestyles by 

offering improved flow and layout to the property and more suitably scaled rooms 

Several properties along the road have undertaken a range of extensions over the years, though the 

applicant feels that the most successful design and one which best suits their needs, is that of the 

property adjacent to which this submitted scheme is based upon (see images below) 

Furthermore, the applicant is an extremely important member of the community serving at the local 

hospital and the current location serves them well and this will only be enhanced by being able to 

carry out these improvements to their family home. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Daylight & Sunlight Assessment 

Given that the proposed extensions are either set in from the host dwelling or in line with or stepped 

back from existing parts of the neighbours own extensions and so ensures that the application site 

should not have any further impact on daylight/sunlight levels.  

 

END 

  


